Earthy Greens

Green is nature’s favorite color, but why let the outdoors have all the fun? Adopt these muted shades to renew your rooms.

**Grape Leaves**
400D-6
Cream and black accents will pull this lively hue in a timeless direction. behr.com

**Soft Opal**
22C3
Plays so well with natural light—try it in a sunroom. truevaluepaint.com

**Spring Cactus**
GLG07
A touch of softening gray makes this super livable. glidden.com

**Mellowed Ivory**
2149-50
Like neutrals but crave a little more color? This pale green is a gorgeous in-between. benjaminmoore.com

**Green Pond**
D24-5
Turn this traditional color on its head by using it on trim. acehardware.com
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